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New Moscow summer camp "Rainbow" opened in
Bulgaria
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Kamchia (Bulgaria), September 9 - RIA Novosti. Approximately 11,000 students will be able
to rest in Moscow in 2011 to a new year-round summer camp "Rainbow," which opened on
Thursday as part of Moscow-owned recreational complex Kamchia on the Black Sea coast of
Bulgaria, the Mayor said Moscow, Yuri Luzhkov.

Camp Rainbow - a second object in Kamchia, since 2008 the Moscow children rest in the same
camp, located here "Longoz. "Rainbow" is intended to place about 600 children and 100 teachers.
The premises are equipped with air conditioning, bathrooms, and equipped for children with
disabilities. On the roof of the camp installed solar panels, which provide about 15% of energy.
The camp is the so-called community center, concert hall, rooms for music and dancing, and
bowling. Children, tourists in the fall, the program can pass the school in a specially equipped
classrooms.

The opening ceremony was attended by Moscow Mayor Luzhkov and Prime Minister of Bulgaria
Boyko Borisov, and other officials and dignitaries from both Bulgarian and Russian sides, reports
RIA Novosti.

"I am convinced that what we are doing together with the Bulgarian government, local authorities,
together we will mutually bring great benefit", - Luzhkov said at the opening ceremony. He added
that the opening of the camp - a "proof of friendship between the Russian and the Bulgarian
people, which has historical roots."

Moscow's mayor also said that in 2011 "Rainbow" will be able to rest about 11 thousand students
in Moscow. According to him, at the present time, children have a rest in the camp, among them
children from burned by wildfires villages. Previously, the city authorities said they would organize
in the autumn holiday camp "Kamchia" for Moscow children who, during heat and smog in the
summer of 2010 are in the capital.

According to Luzhkov, the summer camp will be given to all children, and in autumn there will be
able to rest veterans.

Luzhkov also said that the opening of the camp provides an opportunity to find work 400
Bulgarian specialists.

"We also ask our fellow Bulgarians, all fresh, sunny came to the table to our veterans and
children.

Luzhkov has shared his plans and told that within the complex Kamchia planned to construct a
number of objects. Among them - a diagnostic and treatment center and spa (balneology - the
science of treating mineral waters), school, sports center arena for athletics and swimming pool.
In addition, the city authorities intend to build here is another camp for 600 "Black Sea".

"In 2011 we will complete the entire complex, it will be the most beautiful on earth" - "Luzhkov
said. However, the official deadline of objects - mid-2012.

Bulgarian Prime Minister Borisov, in turn, thanked the authorities of Moscow.

"We thank you for your investment, which are about 200 million euros, with 400 jobs and for the
fact that flow of tourists have increased by about 30%", - said Borisov.
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MOSCOW: MULTIMEDIA
Monument to Peter the Great: 98 meters bronze, steel and
copper
10/05/2010 18:18 Monument to celebrate the 300 anniversary of Russian navy,
"Zurab Tsereteli, was erected in 1997 at the request of the Government of
Moscow on an artificial island, to cast at the confluence of the Moskva River and
the Bypass Canal. 4 October and on. Fr. Mayor of Moscow Vladimir Resin, at a
meeting in the Administration proposed to think about moving the monument to
another location.
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Restriction of movement in Moscow and Moscow region
10/05/2010 13:04 Large-scale tactical exercises of the Federal Security Service
Russia held in Moscow and Moscow suburbs, with effect from 5 October.
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"Exchangers" in Moscow, working as usual, despite the ban CB
02/10/2010 2:15 Some "exchangers" in Moscow continues to offer only buy and
sell currencies, despite a ban central bank. Expand the list of operations to their
staff allegedly did not allow "system failure".
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Activists of the "Gay Pride" fired water pistols
10.01.2010 18:29 unknown fired water pistols participants sanctioned rally
outside the offices of one of the flights in Moscow. Four troublemakers were
taken to Meschanskoy ATS.
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Likely changes in the government of Moscow
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14:06 30/09/2010 Change of Mayor will reshuffle in the ranks of metropolitan
officials, but many members of the team Luzhkov "has a chance to stay in their
posts, according to senior sources in the municipality of the capital.
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LATEST STORIES
The resignation of the prefect of the CAO Moscow Oleg Mitvol
05/10/2010 14:40
Acting Mayor of Moscow Vladimir Resin, Oleg Mitvol dismissed from office by the
Prefect of the Northern Administrative District, RIA Novosti reported in City Hall.
See also the story: Rearrangements in the Moscow city government after the
resignation of Luzhkov>>
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The first anniversary of the newspaper "Anba Mosca"
03/10/2010 21:54
In September 2010 marks a year since the resumption of output of the Russian
Arabic-language newspaper "Anba Mosca. During the first year the readers of the
publication were residents of 13 countries in the Middle East and North Africa.
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80 years Moscow News
05/10/2010 18:58
October 5 will be 80 years from the date of the first issue of the newspaper The
Moscow News. This publication was created under the auspices of the All-Union
Society for Cultural Relations with Foreign Countries for foreign experts in the USSR.
Now readers of The Moscow News is about 80 thousand people.
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The consequences of leakage of toxic waste in Hungary
05/10/2010 19:40
October 4 at a large enterprise producing aluminum Ajkai Timfoldgyar Zrt 160
kilometers west of Budapest, there was an explosion that destroyed a dam reservoir
with toxic waste - the so-called "red mud".
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Investment Forum "Russia Calling." October 2010
05/10/2010 13:03
Russian Prime Minister Vladimir Putin on Tuesday to attend an investment forum VTB
Capital Russia Calling ", in which planned to discuss the attraction of investments into
the Russian economy, the press service of the government.
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Teacher's Day 2010
05/10/2010 18:01
The holiday was established by UNESCO in 1994. In 1965 and 1994 in Russia it is
celebrated the first Sunday in October. Based on the Decree of President of Russia on
October 3, 1994 Teacher's Day celebrated on October 5.
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Nobel Peace Prize in 2010
05/10/2010 19:36
Nobel Prize winners for 2010 will be presented this week in Stockholm and Oslo.
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Preparing for the One day of voting on Oct. 10, 2010
05/10/2010 17:49
Single day of voting will take place in Russia on Oct. 10, 2010. In all regions, 7%
established the first checkpoint barrier, while elsewhere he would "float" - that is to be
quotas for parties, not overcome this threshold. See also the story: Preparations
for local elections in Russia in October 2010>>
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